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Abstract. A simple derivation is given of the Einstein-Maxwell field equations from the 2nd ordinary exterior differential of a precursor to the soldering form for n-dimensional
differentiable manifolds having a general linear connection and in 5-dimensional general relativity in particular.
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This paper presents a simple derivation of the Einstein-Maxwell field
equations from the 2nd ordinary exterior differential of a precursor to the
soldering form for n-dimensional differentiable manifolds M having a general






 = ec δca δbd ωd (1)
of the basis tangent vectors ea and basis 1-forms ω
a
 of M are basis elements1
of the tensor product2 T(M) ⊗ T*(M) of the tangent and cotangent bundles
T(M) and T*(M) of M and are a precursor to “the soldering form”3-5 (also
called “the Cartan-Maurer form,”6 “the canonical form,”7-8 and “the
displacement vector”9-10) d P given by
d P = ea ⊗ ω
a
 = ea ω
a
 = ea δab ωb, (2)
where δ ab is the Kronecker delta and where Latin indices represent
anholonomic coordinates.
The 1st ordinary exterior differentials of ea are given by11-13
d ea = eb ωa
b
, (3)
the contractions of which with ωb are given by
〈ωb, d ea〉 = ωab (4)
and in view of which the 1st absolute exterior differentials of ea are given by
















and where the contractions of ωb with ea are given by
〈ωb, ea〉 = δba. (7)
The 2nd ordinary exterior differentials of ea are given by20-29
d2 ea = d d ea (8)
= d eb ωa
b





 + eb d ωa
b




the contractions of which with ωb are given by
〈ωb, d2 ea〉 = Ωab, (9)
where Ωa
b
 is the curvature 2-form of M as given by
Ωa
b
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where Rabc
d
 is the Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensor of M.
Schouten’s 2nd and 3rd identities for Rabc
d
 are given by30
R[abc]
d
 = 2 (∇[a Sbc]d − 2 S[abe Sc]ed) (11)
= 2 (∇[a Sbc]d + 2 S[abe S|e|c]d)
and31
Rab(cd) = ∇[a Qb]cd + Sabe Qecd, (12)
respectively, where Sab
c
 is the torsion tensor and Qabc the non-metricity tensor
of M, Sab
c









Qabc = ∇a gbc (14)
or equivalently
Qabc = − ∇a gbc (15)
= gbd gce Qade,
respectively, where Ωa
c
b is the object of anholonomity (which vanishes for a







b ∂[α A cβ] (16)
= − A cα ∂[a Aαb]
= A α[b ∂a] Acα,
where Greek indices represent holonomic coordinates and where Aαa and A
a
α
are defined by the relations
ea = A
α
a ∂α = Aαa 
∂
∂xα = ∂a (17)
and
ωa = Aaα dx
α
, (18)
respectively, and satisfy the equations
Aαa A
a




b  = δab, (20)
whence
Aαa = 〈ωα, ea〉 = 〈ea, ωα〉 (21)
and
A aα = 〈ωa, eα〉 = 〈eα, ωa〉, (22)
and (2) in terms of the commutation coefficents cacb by
Ωa
c







b can be expressed in terms of the commutator [ea, eb] of ea and eb
defined by
[ea, eb] = 2 ∂[a ∂b] (24)
= 2 Aα[a ∂|α| Aβb] ∂β
= 2 Aα[a (∂|α| Aβb]) Acβ ∂c
= − 2 Aα[a A
β















b = − 
1
2 〈ωc, [ea, eb]〉, (26)
while the 1st ordinary exterior differentials of ωa are given by










2! 〈eb ∧ ec, d ωa〉, (28)
and while the 2nd ordinary exterior differentials of ωa are given by




 ∧ ωc (29)





 ∧ d ωc







 ∧ ωd ∧ ωe
= (∂[b Ωcad] − 2 Ω[bec Ωd]ae) ωb ∧ ωc ∧ ωd
= 0
using Poincaré’s theorem for scalar-valued exterior differential forms,33-34
i.e.,
d2 α = 0, (30)
where α is an arbitrary scalar-valued exterior differential form, whence35
∂[b Ωcad] = 2 Ω[bec Ωd]ae. (31)
In view of Eq. (12) above,




 = gcd Rabcd (33)
= gcd Rab(cd)
= gcd (∇[a Qb]cd + Sabe Qecd)
= ∇[a Qb]cc − Q[acd Qb]cd + Sabd Qdcc
= ∇[a Qb]cc + Sabc Qcdd.
Incidentally, Bianchi’s identities for Ωa
b
 are given by36
D Ωa
b











the coefficients of which are Bianchi’s identities for Rabc
d














 R| f |c]de (35)
= 0
or equivalently by
∇[a Rbc]de = 2 S[abf Rc] fde. (36)
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The 0th ordinary exterior differentials of ea ω
b
 are given by
d0 ea ω
b
 = ea ω
b (37)
= ec δca δbd ωd.
The 1st ordinary exterior differentials of ea ω
b
 are given by
d ea ω
b
 = (d ea) ∧ ωb + ea d ωb (38)
= ec ωa
c
 ∧ ωb + ec δ ca d ωb
= ec (Γdca δbe  + δca Ωdbe) ωd ∧ ωe
= ec (Γ[dc|a| δ be] + δca Ωdbe) ωd ∧ ωe.
The 2nd ordinary exterior differentials of ea ω
b
 are given by
d2 ea ω
b
 = d d ea ω
b (39)
= d (ec ωac ∧ ωb + ea d ωb)
= (d ec) ∧ ωac ∧ ωb + ec (d ωac) ∧ ωb − ec ωac ∧ d ωb +





 ∧ ωb + ec (d ωac) ∧ ωb − ec ωac ∧ d ωb +
+ ec ωa
c
 ∧ d ωb + 0




or alternatively and more simply by
d2 ea ω
b
 = (d2 ea) ∧ ωb + ea d2 ωb (40)
= ec Ωa
c




Thus, the 2nd ordinary exterior differentials of ea ω
b
 are given by
d2 ea ω
b
 = ec Ωa
c


























 ωd ∧ ωe ∧ ωf,
where the coefficients G(3)bdefa
c

















3! 〈ed ∧ ee ∧ ef , Ωac ∧ ωb〉
= 
1
3! 〈ed ∧ ee ∧ ef , 〈ωc, d2 ea ωb〉〉
= 
1
3! 〈ωc, 〈ed ∧ ee ∧ ef , d2 ea ωb〉〉
= 
1
3! 〈ed ∧ ee ∧ ef  ⊗ ωc, d2 ea ωb〉
= 
1











 + δbe  Rfdac + δbf  Rdeac),
whence R(3)fabcd
e
 is given by
R(3)fabcd
e
















c δ fg Rhide
= 
1
3 〈ea ∧ eb ∧ ec, Ωde ∧ ωf 〉
= 
1
3 〈ea ∧ eb ∧ ec, 〈ωe, d2 ed ωf〉〉
= 
1
3 〈ωe, 〈ea ∧ eb ∧ ec, d2 ed ωf〉〉
= 
1
3 〈ea ∧ eb ∧ ec ⊗ ωe, d2 ed ωf〉
= 
1
3 〈ea ∧ eb ∧ ec ωe, d2 ed ωf〉,
where δgahbic is the 6th-order generalized Kronecker delta.




 is given by
R(3)fabcf
e
 = δdf  R(3)fabcde (45)
= δdf  δ f[a Rbc]de


















= 2 (∇[a Sbc]e − 2 S[abf Sc]fe).




 is given by
R(3)fabc
ae
 = gad R(3)fabcd
e (46)
= gad δ f[a Rbc]de







 + δ fb Rcaae + δ fc Rabae)
= gad geg δ f[a Rbc]dg
= gad geg (− δ f[a Rbc]gd + 2 δ f[a Rbc](dg))
= − gad geg δ f[a Rbc]gd +
+ 2 gad geg δ f[a (∇b Qc]dg + Sbc]h Qhdg)





 (δ fa Rbcga + δ fb Rcaga + δ fc Rabga) +





 (Rbcgf − δ fb Racga + δ fc Rabga) +





 (Rbcgf − δ fb Rcg + δ fc Rbg) +





 (Rbcgf − 2 δ f[b Rc]g) +





 − 2 δ f[b Rc]e) +





 + 2 δ f[b Rc]e) + 2 (∇[b Qc]fe + Sbcd Qdfe) +
+ 2 δ fb (∇[c Qa]ae + Scad Qdae) +





 + 2 δ f[b Rc]e) +
+ 2 δ fb (∇[c Qa]ae + Scad Qdae) +
+ 2 δ fc (∇[a Qb]ae + Sabd Qdae)],
the 2nd-order contraction R(3)fabc
ab
 of which is given by
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R(3)fabc
ab
 = δbe  R(3)fabcae (47)
= δbe  δ f[a Rbc]ae



























is the usual Einstein curvature tensor and Ra
b
 and R are the Ricci curvature
















 is given by
R(3)fabcd
a
 = δae R(3)fabcde (51)
= δae δ f[a Rbc]de






















 − 2 δ f[b Rc]d),
the 2nd-order contraction R(3)fabc
ba
 of which is given by
R(3)fabc
ba
 = gbd R(3)fabcd
a (52)
= gbd δ f[a Rbc]da
























































































= ∇[a Sbc]d − 2 S[abe Sc]ed
and, using the result that
gfe (∇[a Qc]af + Sacb Qbaf) = gfe ∇[a Qc]af + gfe Sacb Qbaf (57)




= ∇[a Qc]ae + Q[a|fe| Qc]af + Sacb Qbae,

















 Qdcb + Q[c|bd| Qa]cd)
= 
1
























 Qdcb + Q[c|bd| Qa]cd)
= − 
1





































 Qdcb + Q[a|bd| Qc]cd),
and












 Qdcb + Q[a|bd| Qc]cd) (62)































where k is a constant, which may be taken to be given by
k = 8pi G
c2
, (64)

























 = 0, (67)
where Tab is the 5-dimensional matter tensor comprising the 4-dimensional
matter tensor and the 4-dimensional electric current vector (in addition to a
hypothetical but otherwise unspecified source term), can be interpreted—aside
from the additional, “correction” terms involving Sab
c
 and Qabc—as the usual
Einstein-Maxwell field equations as given in 5-dimensional general relativity
in particular by
Gab = Rab − 
1
2 gab R (68)
= k Tab,
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which correspond to the usual non-source-free (or “source” or
“inhomogeneous”) Einstein field equations (moreover, automatically including
the usual electromagnetic contributions to the Ricci curvature tensor and
Riemann curvature scalar) and the usual non-source-free (or “source,”
“divergence,” or “inhomogeneous”) Maxwell field equations (in addition to a
possible 5-dimensional non-source-free generalization of Schrödinger’s











= 2 (∇[a Sbc]d − 2 S[abe Sc]ed)
= 2 (∇[a Sbc]d + 2 S[abe S|e|c]d)
= − gde R[ab|e|c] + 2 gde (∇[a Qbc]e + S[abf Q| f |c]e)
= − R[ab
d
c] + 2 ∇[a gde Qbc]e − 2 (∇[a gde) Qbc]e +
+ 2 S[ab
f
 gde Q| f |c]e
= − R[ab
d
c] + 2 ∇[a Qbc]d − 2 Q[a gde Qbc]e + 2 S[abe Q|e|c]d
= 0,
which correspond to the usual source-free (or “rotational” or “homogeneous”)
Maxwell field equations42-49 and which also—along with Eq. (67) for
T(3)eabce
d
—can be modified to account for certain as yet hypothetical magnetic
source terms as needs be.
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